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Which state has a law against letting a donkey sleep in your bathtub? Which state capitol is heated

by a geothermal well? Which state holds barstool races every February?You&apos;ll learn the

answers to these questions and more in Volume 4 of American Acrostics, The Puzzling States of

the Union.So sharpen your pencil and get ready to take a fun--and challenging!--tour of all 50 states,

plus Washington, D.C.
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Excerpts from  reviews:"This is one of the best acrostic volumes. Interesting subjects and

quotations. Hard enough to make me think and play with the words to get the correct ones. I have

been doing acrostic for over 30 years. I&apos;ve bought all her volumes and hope she keeps

continuing with more volumes." - Sandra J. Herr"All of Morris&apos; puzzles are intriguing, and so

much fun! The clues are clever and insightful, and so rewarding when you figure out the answer that

you become completely addicted." - Deborah from Eugene, Oregon"I had six weeks&apos;

enjoyment with this book. An extra feature (which made the puzzles easier) was that each puzzle

and the clues were themed. Once you became aware of the theme, the puzzle solved itself. " -

Jerome Stevens

Cynthia (Cyn) Morris has worked as a writer and editor for 36 years, including 10 years as an



award-winning science writer for the University of California, Irvine. She has published 13 books,

and written thousands of news and feature articles on topics ranging from camel farming in the

desert to wormholes in outer space.A lifelong cruciverbalist, Cyn has been solving acrostics since

she was 8 years old, and constructing them since 2005. In addition to American Acrostics, she is the

author of CynAcrostics and AnimaCrostics. More information about all three series can be found at

acrosticsbycyn.com.

Cynthia MorrisÃ¢Â€Â™ collection of acrostics cover U.S. history from many points of view (e.g.,

American presidents and first ladies, American inventors and inventions, and little known but

interesting American historical facts). All of MorrisÃ¢Â€Â™ puzzles are intriguing, and so much fun!

The clues are clever and insightful, and so rewarding when you figure out the answer that you

become completely addicted. There's a nice range of difficulty, from easy to challenging, with most

puzzles falling somewhere in between. I have really loved each of MorrisÃ¢Â€Â™ puzzle volumes,

but I'm especially enjoying American Acrostics Volume 4: The Puzzling States of the Union. There

are just so many interesting clues, answers, and quotations about each of the states in it --

especially my state, Oregon.

I love doing acrostic puzzles and these American Acrostics with historical and other themes

concerning the United States are fun to work on. They aren't too easy, nor are they too hard. They

are challenging, but solvable in the end.

Great fun. Challenging but not too hard.

I particularly like this book of acrostic puzzles. We have visited every state in the USA. This book

touches on some good memories. Thank you!

good acrostics with history theme

This is one of the best acrostic volumes. Interesting subjects and quotations. Hard enough to make

me think and play with the words to get the correct ones. I have been doing acrostic for over 30

years. I've bought all her volumes and hope she keeps continuing with more volumes

Good puzzles



I had six weeks' ejNjoyment with this book. An extra feature (which made the puzzles easier) was

that each puzzle and the clues were themed. Once you became aware of the theme, the puzzle

solved itself.
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